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Watercolour Pencils by Numbers 

 Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months, danger of suffocation if small parts are swallowed, risk of injury by sharp-edged and pointed items. Retain 
address and instructions for future reference! 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Watercolour Pencils are an incredibly versatile and easy to use medium, capable of producing a large range of effects. 

They can be used exactly as you would use normal coloured pencils, for sketching and shading, with colour mixing achieved by blending colour on top of 
colour to achieve the desired result. They can also be used with water, to create beautiful, authentic watercolour techniques without the need for paints, 
palettes etc. 

The pencils are ideally suited for combination effects, where watercolour and pencil can be used in conjunction, to produce “line and wash” pictures.  

To use the pencils as Watercolours, simply sketch an area of shading with one or more overlaid colours. Then, using a large brush loaded with clear water, 
wash over the surface of the drawing to activate the pencil work, which will immediately turn into a perfect watercolour wash! Once dry, you can apply fresh 
areas of pencil shading and detail on top. 

Our artist has chosen subject matter that uses both the watercolour and the dry pencil techniques in the same scene. To help you complete your picture, 
we’ve shown the four stages of his drawing, and written easy to follow, numbered instructions. The high quality mounted cartridge paper supplied is pre-
printed with a ghost image of the composition, which is perfect for the less experienced artist. We have also supplied paper to practice on, plus a sharpener 
and a putty eraser. 

Techniques 

It is important to build up the shading of a composition in a logical order to avoid confusion. The best method is to begin with the lightest tones, followed by 
the middle and dark tones, and finally surface details. Begin by practicing your shading technique on scrap paper. The most popular method is to gently 
sketch lines at approximately 45 degrees so that they merge together to create an even tone. Simply add pressure to darken an area, or overlay another 
pencil to create new colours. (See shading examples.) 

STAGE A 
1. Using your black pencil, lightly sketch in the roofs and the top windows, using the 45 degree shading technique. Overlay some of the areas using yellow, using the Stage 
1 illustration as a guide. Use brown, overlaid with ochre for the ridge tiles and chimney pots, etc. 
2. Sketch in greenery behind the houses, to the right of the rowing boat and in the foreground. 
3. Using the paler blue pencil, sketch the pale blue cottage walls, the inside of the rowing boat, seagull and the windows of the right-hand cottage. Then, using the darker 
blue, block in the walls of the other cottage. It is advisable to rule in the window edges with a sharp pencil before colouring the wall. 
4. Add the wooden walkway with ochre, and the plant tubs with green overlaid with dark blue. The underside of the rowing boat is black overlaid with light blue. 
5. Below the walkway is achieved by using black, overlaid with several colours to create interest. Our artist has used brown, ochre and green, with light blue towards the 
right side. Repeat the technique beneath and around the old boat.  
6. Add tones to the top section of the old boat using ochre, overlaid with green in places. It is a good idea to rule up the window lines, etc, with a sharp black pencil to give 
them definition, before shading up to them. The windows are black overlaid with pale blue. The details on the roof are red overlaid with yellow to create orange. 
7. Add top level planking by using brown overlaid with ochre and yellow. The middle plank is yellow overlaid with a very light tint of black. 
8. The bottom level of planks is brown overlaid with red, and, towards the bottom, black. The buoys at the front are black overlaid with ochre. The one on the side is red. 
9. The foreground wall is black overlaid with blue and patches of ochre and yellow. 
10. The seagull’s body is pale blue overlaid with black. Its legs are red and the eyes and beak yellow. 

STAGE B 
Adding water. 
Watercolour pencils are incredibly versatile, because they can be used exactly as one would use normal pencils, or they can be activated with clear water to create an 
authentic watercolour look. Our artist had chosen to demonstrate both the wet and dry characteristics of the pencils, with useful tips on getting the best results. 
Once all the Stage 1 drawing has been completed, use a wet brush to gently wash over the colour, completing one area at a time. The brush should be wet, but not dripping. 
Complete the area quickly and smoothly, and do not attempt a bordering area until the previous one is dry, otherwise runs will occur. Try to avoid large puddles of water. 
These will dissolve the pencils into unsightly rings. Surplus water can be removed by drying the brush and dipping it into the water. Simply repeat the process until the 
puddle has gone. 
Where there is a dark colour [especially black, which is very concentrated and potent] overlaid over PART of a lighter colour, always begin in the lighter area and work 
towards the darker one, to avoid dragging the powerful colour into the light area.  
Some areas will benefit from adding water, whilst others are best left dry, to provide extra detail, but each scene is different, and calls for different uses of the pencils. 
With this picture, all of the first stage should be watercolour. After that, you should only wet the colour as instructed. 

STAGE C 
11. Begin at the top of the picture, adding extra details to the grey buildings, using the Stage 2 illustration as a guide. Use a rule to help with the straight lines of windows, 
gutters and drainpipes. You may need to strengthen some of the existing pre-printed lines throughout the picture, if their impact has been lessened by the first stage 
washes. Add extra detail to the background greenery, applying the pencil strokes as our artist has done, to simulate foliage. 
12. Strengthen and add windows to the foreground buildings using black. Once all the windows have been sketched in, carefully and neatly activate the colour with water 
to create the dark interiors. You should also wet the various blue drainpipes and window sills. 
13. Add extra detail to the blue buildings, using blue and touches of black. Our artist has also streaked clear water down the darker building and dabbed it dry, to create the 
lighter areas. Again, you may need to strengthen some of the pre-printed lines. 
14. Add detail to the flower tubs using red, yellow and greens. The terracotta pots are brown overlaid with ochre. The darker green is created by overlaying light green on 
top of dark blue. Strengthen the large bush to the right by using blue. Add clear water to the tubs, being careful to avoid the various colours running into each other. Do 
this by wetting one coloured area at a time and allowing it to dry. 
15. Add texture to the dark stone wall below the walkway using black, brown and green.  
16. Add details to the old boat, using black to strengthen the main lines and add age to the yellow planks, buoys etc. Overlay with green for the mildewed areas.  
17. Strengthen the tones of the seagull with pale blue overlaid with black. 
18. Add detail to the foreground wall. Note how our artist has used a shading technique to represent the small foliage on the rocks. 

STAGE D. 
19. Study the stage 4 illustration. Begin at the top of the picture, adding final detail to the background buildings. Use a sharp black pencil to draw roof tiles and window 
detail. It is better to not draw every slate, but do as our artist had done, picking out prominent ones here and there. The roof fungus is yellow ochre. Add extra depth to the 
greenery with black. 
20. Add stone wall texture to the lighter blue building, and small details to the windows, such as curtains. Add the dark blue supports with a sharp pencil and a rule. 
21. Add detail to the old boat’s cabin with a sharp black pencil. The ropes are pale blue 
with a black shadow. 
22. Add planking detail with black overlaid with brown. Use a sharp black pencil to flick in the texture lines of the two frontal buoys. The muddy harbour floor can be 
achieved by adding short dots of black, brown and blue to simulate pebbles. If you have white paint, a few white highlights will look very effective here, especially in 
darker areas. 
23. Add texture to the front stone wall with a combination of black and pale blue, and add further depth to the foliage with black. 
24. Finally, add final detail to the seagull. We hope you have enjoyed your drawing and learnt a lot about watercolour pencil technique in the process. 
 


